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Abstract—MapReduce is a popular parallel computing paradigm for large-scale data processing in clusters and data centers. A
MapReduce workload generally contains a set of jobs, each of which consists of multiple map tasks followed by multiple reduce tasks.
Due to 1) that map tasks can only run in map slots and reduce tasks can only run in reduce slots, and 2) the general execution
constraints that map tasks are executed before reduce tasks, different job execution orders and map/reduce slot configurations for a
MapReduce workload have significantly different performance and system utilization. This paper proposes two classes of algorithms
to minimize the makespan and the total completion time for an offline MapReduce workload. Our first class of algorithms focuses on
the job ordering optimization for a MapReduce workload under a given map/reduce slot configuration. In contrast, our second class of
algorithms considers the scenario that we can perform optimization for map/reduce slot configuration for a MapReduce workload. We
perform simulations as well as experiments on Amazon EC2 and show that our proposed algorithms produce results that are up to
15  80 percent better than currently unoptimized Hadoop, leading to significant reductions in running time in practice.
Index Terms—MapReduce, Hadoop, flow-shops, scheduling algorithm, job ordering
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INTRODUCTION

M

APREDUCE

is a widely used computing model for
large scale data processing in cloud computing. A
MapReduce job consists of a set of map and reduce tasks,
where reduce tasks are performed after the map tasks.
Hadoop [2], an open source implementation of MapReduce,
has been deployed in large clusters containing thousands of
machines by companies such as Amazon and Facebook. In
those cluster and data center environments, MapReduce
and Hadoop are used to support batch processing for jobs
submitted from multiple users (i.e., MapReduce workloads). Despite many research efforts devoted to improve
the performance of a single MapReduce job (e.g., [3], [11]),
there is relatively little attention paid to the system performance of MapReduce workloads. Therefore, this paper tries
to improve the performance of MapReduce workloads.
Makespan and total completion time (TCT) are two key performance metrics. Generally, makespan is defined as the time
period since the start of the first job until the completion of
the last job for a set of jobs. It considers the computation
time of jobs and is often used to measure the performance
and utilization efficiency of a system. In contrast, total completion time is referred to as the sum of completed time periods for all jobs since the start of the first job. It is a
generalized makespan with queuing time (i.e., waiting
time) included. We can use it to measure the satisfaction to
the system from a single job’s perspective through dividing
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the total completion time by the number of jobs (i.e., average
completion time). Therefore, in this paper, we aim to optimize these two metrics.
We consider the production MapReduce workloads
whose jobs run periodically for processing new data. The
default FIFO scheduler is often adopted in order to
minimize the overall execution time [41]. The analysis is
generally performed offline to optimize the execution for
such production workloads. There are a surge amount of
optimization approaches on that. For example, Rasmussen
et al. [33] and Jiang et al. [21] considers the low-level I/Oefficient optimization. Agrawal et al. [8] and Nykiel
et al. [27] share the operation by eliminating redundant
data access and computation.
In this paper, we target at one subset of production
MapReduce workloads that consist of a set of independent jobs (e.g., each of jobs processes distinct data sets
with no dependency between each other) with different
approaches. For dependent jobs (i.e., MapReduce workflow), one MapReduce can only start only when its previous dependent jobs finish the computation subject to the
input-output data dependency. In contrast, for independent jobs, there is an overlap computation between two
jobs, i.e., when the current job completes its map-phase
computation and starts its reduce-phase computation, the
next job can begin to perform its map-phase computation
in a pipeline processing mode by possessing the released
map slots from its previous job. Particularly, as shown in
Fig. 1b in Section 2.1, different job submission orders
result in varied computation overlaps, and in turn the different cluster utilizations and performance.
Moreover, in Hadoop MRv1, it abstracts the cluster
resources into slots (e.g., map slots and reduce slots). Due to
varied slot demands for map and reduce tasks, different
map/reduce slot configurations can also have significantly
different performance and system utilization. Particularly,
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Fig. 1. Performance comparison for a batch of jobs under different job
orders in FIFO scheduling.

the importance and challenges of map/reduce slot configuration optimization are motivated in Section 2.2.
With these observations, we try to improve the performance for MapReduce workloads with job ordering and
slot configuration optimization approaches.
Job ordering optimization. We start by describing the job
ordering algorithm MK_JR based on Johnson’s Rule [22]
for makespan optimization. It turns out to be equivalent
to the two-stage flow shop problem when there are one
map slot and one reduce slot only [41]. The Johnson’s
Rule [22] can produce the optimal job order for makespan
in this case. When it comes to the general case where
there are arbitrary number of map and reduce slots. Minimizing the makespan in this case is NP-hard. We show
that MK_JR produces a 1 þ d approximation to the minimum makespan, where d < 1 is the ratio of sum of the
maximum map and reduce task size, to the sum of all the
task sizes. Since the processing time of a single map/
reduce task is typically small in practice compared to the
overall execution time of a MapReduce workload, d is
usually a very small quantity [44]. Moreover, we see that
there is a significant trade-off between the makespans
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and total completion times of the orderings, as explained
in Section 2.1. We then further propose a bi-criteria algorithm MK_TCT_JR to optimize both makespan and total
completion time together.
Having proposed job ordering algorithms that optimize
the makespan and total completion time, we also show that
they are stable, i.e., the optimized orders produced by job
ordering algorithms do not change even if some MapReduce
servers fail at execution time (See Theorem 3 in Section 5.3).
Slot configuration optimization. Moreover, the slot configuration can have a significant impact on performance for
MapReduce workloads. Our motivating experiments in
Section 2.2 show that there are 399 percent performance difference between the optimal and the worst-case slot configurations (See Fig. 2a). We propose several enumeration
algorithms for map/reduce slot configuration optimization
with regard to the makespan and total completion time of a
MapReduce workload.
Having proposed enumeration algorithms for map/
reduce slot configuration optimization, we also show that
there is a proportional relationship for the optimized map/
reduce slot configurations for any two different sizes of total
slots (See PCP in Section 6.3). It is important to address the
time efficiency problem of the proposed enumeration algorithms for a large-size number of total slots.
Experimental results. We evaluate our algorithms using
both testbed workloads and synthetic Facebook workloads.
Experiments show that, 1). for the makespan, the job
ordering optimization algorithm achieve an approximately
14-36 percent improvement for testbed workloads, and
10-20 percent improvement for Facebook workloads. In contrast, with the map/reduce slot configuration algorithm,
there are about 50-60 percent improvement for testbed
workloads and 54-80 percent makespan improvement for
Facebook workloads; 2). for the total completion time, there
are nearly 5 improvement with the bi-criteria job ordering
algorithms and 4 improvement with the bi-criteria map/
reduce slot configuration algorithm, for Facebook workloads that contain many small-size jobs,
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:




Have a theoretical study on the Johnson’s Rule-based
heuristic algorithm for makespan, including its
approximation ratio, upper bound and lower bound
makespan.
Propose a bi-criteria heuristic algorithm to optimize
makespan and total completion time simultaneously,
observing that there is a tradeoff between makespan

Fig. 2. The motivating example of a MapReduce workload consisting of four jobs under FIFO scheduler with a total number of 80 slots.
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and total completion time from Fig. 1a. Moreover,
we show that the optimized job order produced by
the proposed orderings algorithms does not need to
change (i.e., stable) in the face of server failures via
theoretical analysis.
 Propose slot configuration algorithms for makespan
and total completion time. We also show that there is
a proportional feature for them, which is very important and can be used to address the time efficiency
problem of proposed enumeration algorithms for a
large size of total slots.
 Perform extensive experiments to validate the effectiveness of proposed algorithms and theoretical
results.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
motivates the importance and challenges of job ordering optimization and slot configuration optimization for the performance of MapReduce workloads. Section 3 reviews the
related work. Section 4 formulates problems and gives performance model for makespan and total completion time. We
present our job ordering algorithms in Section 5. Section 6
gives our map/reduce slot configuration optimization algorithms. In Section 7, we give performance evaluation to validate the optimization effectiveness of these algorithm
experimentally. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper.
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In this section, we show the importance and challenge of job
ordering optimization as well as map/reduce slot configuration optimization by giving motivating examples
experimentally.

in advance [26]. Because of these, different job submission
orders will result in different resource utilizations for map
and reduce slots and in turn different performance (i.e.,
makespan) for batch jobs. Moreover, it is worth mentioning
that the computation for each reduce task consists of three
sub-phases, namely, shuffle, sort and aggregation. The shuffle
phase computation of reduce tasks can start earlier before
all map tasks are completed, whereas other two sub-phases
cannot. It means that only sort and aggregation phases of
reduce tasks cannot overlap with all map tasks. Moreover, a
MapReduce job execution generally exhibits the multiple
waves in its map and reduce phase. Only the first wave of
reduce tasks can overlap their data shuffling with map task
computation. For other remaining reduce tasks, they can
only start shuffling after all map tasks are completed. In
summary, we cannot avoid the strict (or partial) non-overlap data dependency between map and reduce tasks. In our
testbed experiment above, we keep the default Hadoop configuration, which enables reduce tasks to start running
when there are 5 percent of map tasks completed. The
different job ordering results are just to be an effective
validation for this point.
Moreover, in Fig. 1a, the curve running through the middle of the figure gives the corresponding total completion time
(i.e., the sum of the completion times of all the jobs) for different orders. We see that there is a significant trade-off
between the makespans and total completion times of the
orderings. In fact, job order 5 has a makespan which is close
to the optimal, but its total completion time is much better
than the total completion time of the minimum makespan
order. It indicates that there is a need to optimize both
makespan and total completion time together.

2.1 Motivation for Job Ordering Optimization
To motivate the importance of job ordering optimization for
MapReduce workloads on performance, we ran a testbed
workload consisting of four jobs (J1  J4 ) from Table 2 of
Section 7.1 in a Amazon EC2 Hadoop cluster configured
with map slots of 57 and reduce slots of 19. We do so by
comparing the performance for all possible job submission
orders.
Fig. 1a shows the results for all 4! ¼ 24 job submission
orders, sorted by makespan. The x-axis shows the job order
id for all job orders. We observe that there is a 20 percent
(130 second) difference between the best and worst ordering. Depending on the characteristics of the workload, this
difference can be even greater. Fig. 1b shows another set of
jobs where the makespan can differ by nearly 100 percent.
This is due to the non-overlap computation constraint
between map and reduce tasks of a MapReduce job, resulting in different resource utilizations for map/reduce slots
under different job submission orders for batch jobs, as
illustrated in Fig. 1b. However, the job ordering optimization for MapReduce workloads is important and challenging, due to the following facts: (i). There is a strong data
dependency between the map tasks and reduce tasks of a
job, i.e., reduce tasks can only perform after the map tasks,
(ii). map tasks have to be allocated with map slots and
reduce tasks have to be allocated with reduce slots,
(iii). Both map slots and reduce slots are limited
computing resources, configured by Hadoop administrator

2.2 Motivation for Slot Configuration Optimization
To motivate the importance of optimization on map/reduce
slot configuration, we perform a simulation experiment
with a testbed MapReduce workload consisting of four jobs,
assuming that a cluster consisting of 10 slave nodes each
configured with eight slots, i.e., the total number of map
slots plus reduce slots for the cluster is 80, as shown in Fig. 2.
Our experiments are three folds. First, we examine the
influence of slot configuration to the overall performance by
running jobs in all possible map/reduce slot configurations
in practice (i.e., configure map slots from 1 to 7 per slave
node), under an arbitrary job submission order. The experimental results are given in Fig. 2a. It can be noted that the
maximum performance difference between the worst-case
map/reduce slot configuration (e.g., 10=70) and the optimal
 399%. Second, we
one (e.g., 60=20) is huge, up to 3;112624
624
consider the influence of job orderings on the performance
by running jobs with all possible job orders, under an optimal map/reduce slot configuration (e.g., 60/20). Fig. 2b
shows that the performance difference of the worst-case job
submission order and the optimal one can be large up to
768578
 33%, depending on the workload characteristic.
578
Third, we evaluate and compare the optimal(minimum)
makespan as well as its corresponding optimal map/reduce
slot configuration for all possible job submission orders.
Fig. 2c illustrates the optimal map/reduce slot configuration
(i.e., blue and green bar) as well as its corresponding
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optimal makespan (i.e., red curve) for all 4! ¼ 24 possible
job submission orders, sorted by makespan in non-decreasing order. The results show that there are varied optimal
configurations of map/reduce slots for different job submission orders. Moreover, it’s worth noting that the maximum
performance difference between the worst-case job order
and the optimal job order each under its corresponding
 28:7%.
optimal map/reduce slot configuration, is 744578
578
In summary, the above motivating example poses three
key challenging issues: (1). Different map/reduce slot configurations will have different performance under a given
job order (e.g., Fig. 2a); (2). Even under the optimal map/
reduce slot configuration, different job submission orders
will result in varied performance (e.g., Fig. 2b); (3). The optimal configurations of map/reduce slots as well as its corresponding optimal makespan are different under different
job submission orders (e.g., Fig. 2c).

3

RELATED WORK

In this section, we give an overview of related work from
two aspects. First, we review batch job ordering optimization work in HPC literature. Second, we summarize the
MapReduce job optimization work proposed in recent
years.

3.1 Job Ordering Optimization
The batch job ordering problem has been extensively studied in the high performance computing literature [25]. Minimizing the makespan has been shown to be NP-hard [25],
and a number of approximation and heuristic algorithms
(e.g., [14], [34]) have been proposed. In addition, there has
been work on bi-criteria optimization which aims to minimize makespan and total completion time simultaneously,
such as [13].
The previous works all focused on the single-stage parallelism, where each job only has a single stage. In contrast,
MapReduce is an interleaved parallel and sequential computation model [23] which is related to the two-stage hybrid
flow shop (2HFS) problem [17]. Minimizing the makespan
for 2HFS is strongly NP-hard when at least one stage contains multiple processors [16]. There has been a large body
of approximation and heuristic algorithms (e.g., [6], [24])
proposed for 2HFS. Additionally, there has been work (e.g.,
[31]) targeted at the bi-criteria optimization of both makespan and total completion time.
The main difference between MapReduce and traditional
2HFS is that MapReduce jobs can run multiple map and
reduce tasks concurrently in each phase, whereas 2HFS
allows at most one task to be processed at a time. In this
way, MapReduce is more similar to the two-stage hybrid
flow shop with multiprocessor tasks (2HFSMT) [28], [29]
problem, which allows a task at each stage can be processed
on multiple processors simultaneously. However, there is a
requirement in 2HFSMT that a task at each stage can be
scheduled only when the number of processors it requires
is satisfied; otherwise the task needs to wait [28]. In contrast,
the number of running map/reduce tasks for a MapReduce
job can be dynamically scaled up and down as idle map/
reduce slots become available.
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In summary, MapReduce is a new computation model
that is similar to but different from other models mentioned
above. The works that are most related to ours are [26],
[41]. In [26], Moseley et al. present an offline 12-approximation algorithm for minimizing the total flow time of the jobs;
this is the sum of the differences between the finishing and
arrival times of all the jobs. Verma et al. [41] propose two
algorithms for makespan optimization. One is a greedy
algorithm job ordering method based on Johnson’s Rule.
Another is a heuristic algorithm called BalancedPool. They
discuss and evaluate the algorithms experimentally. We follow their job ordering approach (i.e., MK_JR algorithm in
our paper). But our main contributions go beyond it in a
number of significant aspects. First, we prove a 1 þ d upper
bound on the approximation ratio of our MK_JR algorithm.
Second, we give the relationship between upper-bound
makespan, lower-bound makespan, and the corresponding
job orders. Additionally, our MK_TCT_JR algorithm
obtains a trade-off in the makespan and total completion
time, which produces very good results. Moreover,
for online workloads, we proposed a prototype named
MROrder [36] to perform online job ordering optimization
by incorporating MK_JR algorithm.

3.2 MapReduce Job Optimization
There is a large body of research work that focuses on the optimization for MapReduce jobs. One optimization policy
focuses on the architectural design and optimization issues.
Jiang et al. [21] proposed a set of general low-level optimizations including improving I/O speed, utilizing indexes, using
fingerprinting for faster key comparisons, and block size tuning. Rasmussen et al. [33] presented an I/O-efficient MapReduce system called Themis that improves the performance of
MapReduce by minimizing the number of I/O operations.
Likewise, Sailfish [32] improves MapReduce’s performance
through more efficient disk I/O. It mitigates partitioning
skew in MapReduce by choosing the number of reduce tasks
and intermediate data partitioning dynamically at runtime,
using an index constructed on intermediate data. There are
also methods that reduce I/O cost in MapReduce by using
indexing structures (e.g., Hadoop++ [12]), column-oriented
storage (e.g., [15]). Polo et al. [30] proposed a scheduling technique and implemented a prototype called Adaptive Scheduler that can adaptively manage the workload performance
with the awareness of hardware heterogeneity, distributed
storage to meet user’s deadline requirement. Wolf et al. [42]
propose a flexible scheduling allocation scheme called FLEX,
which can optimize any of a variety of standard scheduling
theory metrics, such as response time, stretch, makespan.
Tang et al. [35], [37] proposed a dynamic slot allocation system called DynamicMR to improve the performance for the
slot-based Hadoop MRv1, by allowing map (or reduce) tasks
can be run on map slots and reduce slots.
Adjusting Hadoop configuration is another optimization
policy, including [7], [18], [19]. For example, Starfish [19] is a
self-tuning framework that can adjust the Hadoop’s configuration automatically for a MapReduce job such that the
utilization of Hadoop cluster can be maximized, based on
the cost-based model and sampling technique. Herodotou
and Babu [18] propose a system named Elastisizer for
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cluster-sizing optimization and MapReduce job-level parameter configurations optimization, on the cloud platform, to
meet desired requirements on execution time and cost for a
given workload, based on a careful mix of job profiling, estimation using black-box and white-box models and simulation. In contrast, Agarwal et al. [7] present a system RoPE that
can re-optimize data parallel jobs by adapting execution
plans based on estimates of code and data properties.
Another optimization policy is to share work and eliminate
redundant data access and computation. Agrawal et al. [8]
provide a method to maximize scan sharing by grouping
MapReduce jobs into batches so that sequential scans of large
files are shared among many simultaneous jobs as possible.
MRShare [27] is a sharing framework that provides three possible work-sharing opportunities, including scan sharing,
mapped outputs sharing, and Map function sharing across
multiple MapReduce jobs, to avoid performing redundant
work and thereby save processing time.
There is also an optimization policy of pipelining. MapReduce Online [10] is such a modified MapReduce system to
support online aggregation for MapReduce jobs that run continuously by pipelining data within a job and between jobs.
In contrast, we improve the performance for a MapReduce workload by maximizing the cluster utilization as
much as possible, through optimizing the map/reduce slot
configuration and the job submission order. All these studies are complementary to our study and our approach can
be incorporated into these modified MapReduce frameworks (e.g., MRShare [27], MapReduce Online [10]) for further performance improvement.
Moreover, there are a number of optimization works for
MapReduce on the cloud, which primarily consider the
deadline and budget, such as [20], [38], [39]. They optimize
the task scheduling and resource allocation for MapReduce
workloads by proposing algorithms and cost models for
each metric. However, their work are atop of Hadoop system. We can combine these works and our approach to further optimize the deadline and budget for cloud computing.

4

PROBLEM FORMULATION AND
PERFORMANCE MODEL

In this section, we give a formal model for MapReduce and
formalize its associated optimization problems.

4.1 Problem Formulation
A MapReduce job Ji computation consists of two phases, a
map phase M and reduce phase R. Each phase consists of a
number of tasks. We write jJiM j and jJiR j for the number of
tasks in Ji ’s map phase and reduce phase, respectively. Let
R
tM
i;j and ti;j denote the execution time of Ji ’s jth map task and
jth reduce task, respectively. We consider a MapReduce
workload with a set of independent jobs J ¼ {J1 ; J2 ; . . . Jn }, for
some n. These jobs can be executed in any order. The workload is executed on a MapReduce cluster under FIFO scheduling, consisting of a set of (map and reduce) slots, denoted
as S. Let S M and S R denote the set of map slots and reduce
slots configured by MapReduce administrator (i.e.,
S ¼ S M [ S R ), so that the number of map slots and reduce
slots are jS M j and jS R j, correspondingly.
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Fig. 3. MapReduce tasks execution flow for the simplified case.

Let f denote the job submission order for a MapReduce
workload. We focus on the offline situation in which all the
jobs are available at time 0. Let ci denote the completion
time of Ji (i.e., the time when Ji ’s reduce tasks all finish).
The makespan for the workload J1 ; . . . ; Jn is defined as
Cmax ¼ maxi2½n fci g. The total completion time for the workP
load is defined as Ctct ¼ i2½n ci .
In our work, we consider four optimization problems,
defined as follows:
Problem 1. Find an ordering f to execute the jobs J1 ; . . . ; Jn in a
MapReduce workload such that Cmax is minimized, under a
given slot configuration ðS M ; S R Þ?
Problem 2. Find an ordering f to execute the jobs J1 ; . . . ; Jn in a
MapReduce workload that can optimize (minimize) Cmax
and Ctct simultaneously, under a given slot configuration
ðS M ; S R Þ?
Moreover, if we are MapReduce cluster administrators,
we can perform the following optimization work:
Problem 3. Find a map/reduce slot configuration ðS M ; S R Þ and
ordering f to execute the jobs J1 ; . . . ; Jn in a MapReduce
workload such that Cmax is minimized, under a given value of
total slots S?
Problem 4. Find a map/reduce slot configuration ðS M ; S R Þ and
ordering f to execute the jobs J1 ; . . . ; Jn in a MapReduce
workload that can optimize (minimize) Cmax and Ctct simultaneously, under a given value of total slots S?

4.2 Performance Model for Makespan
and Total Completion Time
In this section, we aim to deduce the mathematical performance model for makespan and total completion
time. We start by considering a simplified case where
we can give a close-form formula for makespan and total
completion time. Next, we consider the general case
in which it is complex and difficult to get the exact
mathematical formula. Instead, we deduce an upper
bound for it.
We first consider a simplified case where jS M j ¼ 1 and
R
jS j ¼ 1. It turns out to be a perfect two-machine flow-shop
problem [41]. Fig. 3 gives an example of an execution for
this case. For each job Ji , let TiM be the total processing time
of map tasks and TiR be the total processing time for
the reduce tasks. Let Xi be the idle period of time for reduce
machines before the reduce tasks of job Ji start running.
PjJiM j M
PjJiR j R
t
t
j¼1 i;j
j¼1 i;j
R
and
T
¼
. Based on
Then we have TiM ¼ jS
Mj
i
jS R j
the Johnson’s work [22], the makespan and total completion
time for the simplified case can therefore be calculated as
follows:
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Fig. 4. MapReduce tasks execution flow for an example of four jobs
under the generalized case, where jS M j ¼ 8, jS R j ¼ 4. The job
submission order is J1 ! J2 ! J3 ! J4 .

i¼k

where

(4)

TiM

According to Johnson’s work [22], there is a useful property about the k which maximizes the quantity above for
makespan as stated by the following lemma below,
Lemma 1. For Cmax in Formula (3), (1). if Cmax ¼
Pk0 M Pn
R
i¼1 Ti þ
i¼k0 Ti , ð1  k0  nÞ, there must be Xk0 ¼ 0

PjJiM j
¼

M
j¼1 ti;j
M

jS j

TiR

;

PjJiR j
¼

M
j¼1 ti;j
R

jS j

; tbM
i ¼

max b
tM
i;j

1jjJiM j

bR
and b
tR
i ¼ max1jjJ R j ti;j .
i

The detailed proof of Lemma 2 is given in Appendix B of
the supplemental file, available online.

0

for all k0 < k  n; (2). Conversely, if Xk0 > 0 and Xk0 ¼ 0
Pk0
0
for all k0 < k  n, there must be Cmax ¼ i¼1
P
TiM þ ni¼k0 TiR , ð1  k0  nÞ.
The detailed proof of Lemma 1 is given in Appendix A of
the supplemental file, which can be found on the Computer
Society Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.
org/10.1109/TSC.2015.2426186. It shows us an important
implication for makespan estimation. When it comes to a
Hadoop environment for a set of ordered n jobs, k0 is an
indicator for the kth
0 job in the order from which all reduce
slots will be fully utilized till the end of batch computation.
We use it later for the proof of Lemma 2.
Next, we consider the general case where the number of
map and reduce slots are arbitrary, as illustrated in Fig. 4. In
this case, it is difficult to give a closed-form formula for the
makespan and total completion time. Instead, we can compute the makespan and total completion time using a simple
program we call MREstimator, which simulates the execution of a set of jobs under an ordering. Given a job ordering,
MREstimator executes jobs in the way described in Section
4.1 to derive the makespan and total completion time. We
use MREstimator to determine the empirical performance of
algorithms MK_JR and MK_TCT_JR in Section 7. In addition
to this evaluation, we need an analytical formula for the
makespan in order to derive the approximation ratio of
MK_JR in Lemma 3. As giving an exact formula for general
workloads is difficult, we instead give the following upper
bound on the makespan of a certain job ordering.
Lemma 2. Given a job order f, there is a upper bound makespan
denoted by Cbmax (i.e. Cmax  Cbmax ) for the generalized case as
follows:
(
k
X
b
T M þ max fb
tM g
Cmax ¼ max
1kn

þ

n
X
i¼k

i¼1

TiR

þ

i

i

1ik

)

max fb
tR
i g
1in

(5)
:
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JOB ORDERING OPTIMIZATION FOR
MAPREDUCE WORKLOAD

This section attempts to address Problem 1 and Problem 2.
We first focus on makespan optimization. We describe the
MK_JR algorithm that produces the optimized job order
and also prove its approximation ratio. We also describe the
job order which gives the worst, i.e., longest makespan,
which is used for derivation of the upper bound makespan
of a workload. Next, we describe the MK_TCT_JR algorithm, which optimizes both makespan and total completion time. Finally, Section 5.3 shows that the orderings
produced by MK_JR and MK_TCT_JR are stable, even when
MapReduce servers fail.

5.1 Makespan Optimization
Recall the simplified case described in the previous section,
where the number of map and reduce tasks of all the jobs
were divisible by the number of map and reduce slots. The
optimal job order for the simplified case can be obtained by
using Johnson’s Rule [22], which is an efficient Oðn log nÞ job
opt
for
ordering algorithm for the minimum makespan Cmax
the two-stage flow shop with one processor per stage.
Johnson’s rule works as follows. Divide the jobs set J into
two disjoint sub-sets JA and JB . Set JA consists of those
jobs Ji for which TiM < TiR . Set JB contains the remaining
jobs (i.e. J n JA ). Sequence jobs in JA in non-decreasing
order of TiM and those in JB in non-increasing order of
TiR . The optimal job order is obtained by appending the
sorted set JB to the end of sorted set JA . When the number of tasks is not divisible by the number of slots, the
makespan minimization problem becomes NP-hard.
Verma et al. [41] first noted it and proposed an algorithm
based on Johnson’s rule. as we re-format in the following
algorithm MK_JR. Its time complexity is Oðn log nÞ. To
well study the makespan result on it, in the rest part,
we give a theoretical analysis based on our previous
performance model in Section 4.2.
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Theorem 1. MK_JR is an (1 þ d)-approximation algorithm for
makespan optimization in the generalized case, where
max1in fb
tM gþmax
fb
tR g
Pi k M 1in
Pn i R ; ð0  d  1Þ.
d¼
max1kn f

T

i¼1 i

þ

T g

i¼k i

To prove Theorem 1, we need to compute an upper bound
and a lower bound on the makespan of all job orderings.
 denote the job order produced by MK_JR. Let f
b
Lemma 3. Let f
 . Then there is a lower bound makebe the reversing order of f
span denoted by Cmax , as well as a upper bound makespan
denoted by Cbmax , for all job orders F. Particularly, Cmax is
 by using Formula (3). Cb
estimated with regard to f
max is estib
mated with regard to f with the Formula:
(
k
X
 M
¼ max
T M þ max b
t
Cb
max

1kn

i¼1

i

1in

i

)
n
X
 R
R
:
Ti þ max b
þ
ti
i¼k

(6)

1in

Algorithm 1. Greedy Algorithm Based on Johnson’s Rule
(MK_JR)
Input:
J: the MapReduce workload.
jS M j: the given number of map slots.
jS R j: the given number of reduce slots.
Output:
f : the optimized job submission order.
1: For each job Ji , we first estimate its map-phase processing
time TiM and reduce-phase processing time TiR by using the
following formula:


TiM ; TiR



0P M
1
jJi j M PjJiR j R
j¼1 ti;j
j¼1 ti;j
RA
@
ti :
;
¼
jS R j
jS M j

2. We order jobs in J based on the following principles:
a). Partition jobs set J into two disjoint sub-sets JA and JB :
JA ¼ fJi jðJi 2 JÞ ^ ðTiM  TiR Þg;
JB ¼ fJi jðJi 2 JÞ ^ ðTiM > TiR Þg:
b).

c).

Order all jobs in JA from left to right by non-decreasing TiM . Order all jobs in JB from left to right by nonincreasing TiR .
0
Make an ordered jobs set J by joining all jobs in JA
0
first and then JB in order, i.e., f1 : J ¼ fðJA Þ; ðJB Þg.

To prove Lemma 3, we need to find a worst-case job
order for a batch of jobs in the simplified case of MapReduce
wst
, is maximized. We
such that its makespan, denoted as Cmax
find the following interesting relationship optimal job order
and the least optimal job order, for the simplified case
where the number of (map or reduce) tasks divides the
number of (map or reduce) slots.
Theorem 2. Suppose f is the optimal job order whose makespan is
opt
, based on Johnson’s Rule for the two-stage flow shop with
Cmax
one processor per stage. The worst-case job order f , whose
wst
, can be obtained by simply reversing f.
makespan is Cmax
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The proof of Theorem 2 is given in Appendix C of the
supplemental file, available online. We now can prove
Lemma 3 based on Theorem 2 and Lemma 2. The detailed
proof of Lemma 3 is given in Appendix D of the supplemental file, available online.
Finally, the main Theorem 1 can be proved based on
Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, as given in Appendix E of the
supplemental file, available online.
Note that in general the execution time for a single map/
reduce task is much smaller compared with the total execution time (i.e., d is very small ). It means that MK_JR has a
good approximation in the generalized case.

5.2 Bi-Criteria Optimization of Makespan
and Total Completion Time
Makespan and total completion time are two key performance
metrics. Generally, makespan refers to the maximum completion time for a batch of jobs. It considers the computation
time of jobs and is often used to measure the performance
and utilization efficiency of a system. In contrast, total completion time is the sum of completion time of all jobs. It is a
generalized makespan with queuing time (i.e., waiting
time) included. It can be used to measure the satisfaction to
the system from a single job’s perspective. So far, we focus
only on the optimization of makespan. Note that the total
completion time that can be poor subject to obtaining optimal makespan, as illustrated in Fig. 1a. Therefore, there is a
need for bi-criteria optimization on both makespan and
total completion time. Intuitively, the makespan is affected
primarily by the positions of large-size jobs. In contrast, the
total completion time is mainly influenced by the positions
of small-size jobs. The algorithm shortest processing time
first (SPTF) is optimal for the total completion time on a single machine where there is one task per job and no precedence constrains [5]. However, MK_JR is not aware of
varying job sizes. Indeed, the job order produced by MK_JR
can have adverse effect on the total completion time if we
follow Johnson’s Rule strictly in some scenarios. For example,
there can be a job Ji whose processing time (e.g., TiM þ TiR )
is very small but TiM > TiR . We should schedule Ji early if
we want to minimize the total completion time, whereas
MK_JR might put it in the middle or later part of the order
list according to Johnson’s Rule. We therefore design a new
greedy algorithm MK_TCT_JR on top of MK_JR by combining SPTF and Johnson’s Rule. The time complexity of
MK_TCT_JR is Oðn log nÞ.
In MK_TCT_JR, we first divide job set J into two sub0
0
0
0
sets, JA and JB . Let JA contain small-size jobs and JB con0
tain large-size jobs. We schedule jobs in JA first and then
0
JB . Within each set, we use MK_JR to minimize its makespan. We estimate the processing time for each job by adding its map-phase running time and reduce-phase running
time, given the whole map/reduce slots of the Hadoop cluster. Particularly, our classification of small-/large-size jobs
is based on the geometric mean of processing time of all
jobs, considering that unlike the arithmetic mean that favors
large-size jobs, geometric mean has a good unbiased property for all jobs [9]. Note that moving small-size jobs forward benefits the total completion time but will hurt the
makespan. Geometric mean is a tradeoff choice based on
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the reason that we want to improve the performance of total
completion time while not hurt the makespan seriously.

5.3 Analysis of Job Ordering Algorithms
In a MapReduce cluster, auto-scaling allows us to add or
remove some slave nodes from the cluster during the computation dynamically. It has been supported by the current
implementation of Hadoop. Moreover, the failure of a
machine is unavoidable, which can cause a node removed
from the MapReduce cluster dynamically. Therefore, an
issue arises about its influence on the optimized job orders
produced by MK_JR and MK_TCT_JR.
For job ordering algorithms, we observe an interesting
finding regarding this issue as follows. Given a homogeneous environment where the Hadoop configurations of
slave nodes are identical, there is an important feature
for the optimized job orders produced by MK_JR and
MK_TCT_JR as follows:

11

For example, Let us consider a Hadoop cluster with five
nodes, each configured with two map and two reduce slots.
Let J1 be defined as follows: Map stage duration is 9 and
requires 10 map slots. Reduce stage duration is 10 and
requires one reduce slot. Let J2 be defined as follows: Map
stage duration is 11 and requires eight map slots and reduce
stage duration is 15 and requires one reduce slot. In this
case, the optimal job scheduling order is J1 ! J2 , with the
makespan of 35. The optimized job order produced by
MK_JR is also J1 ! J2 .
Now, if one node fails, then there are only four nodes left
with eight map and eight reduce tasks available in the cluster.
In this case, the optimized job order generated by MK_JR keeps
the same, i.e., J1 ! J2 , with the makespan of 44. However, the
optimal job scheduling is J2 ! J1 with the makespan of 39.

6

SLOT CONFIGURATION OPTIMIZATION
FOR MAPREDUCE WORKLOAD

Theorem 3. Given a homogeneous environment where the
Hadoop configurations of slave nodes are identical, the job
orders f1 produced by MK_JR and f2 produced by
MK_TCT_JR for a batch of jobs are independent of the number
of slave nodes, but rather depend on the number of map/reduce
slots configured within a slave node.

In this section, we attempt to solve Problem 3 and Problem 4.
We first propose some map/reduce slot configuration algorithms to optimize makespan. Then, the bi-criteria algorithm
MK_TCT_SF_JR is described to optimize the makespan and
total completion time together. Finally, we give a discussion
and analysis for slot configuration optimization algorithms.

The proof of Theorem 3 is shown in Appendix F of the
supplemental file, available online. It gives us an important
implication that the optimized job orders produced by
MK_JR and MK_TCT_JR are stable (unchanged) when we
dynamically add or remove slave nodes to the Hadoop cluster. Particularly, it’s worth mentioning that Theorem 3 does
not mean the optimal job orders are unchanged under varied
number of nodes.

6.1 Makespan Optimization
Given a MapReduce workload and the total number of
slots, an intuitive method is to search and compare all combinations of job submission orders and map/reduce slot
configurations exhaustively, as shown in Algorithm 3. It can
produce the optimal execution plan for makespan optimization. However, its time complexity is Oðn!  jSj  nÞ, which
is exponential and thus unacceptable for large-size number
of jobs in practice.

Algorithm 2. Greedy algorithm based on Shortest Processing Time First and Johnson’s Rule (MK_TCT_JR)
Input:
J: the MapReduce workload.
jS M j: the given number of map slots.
jS R j: the given number of reduce slots.
Output:
f : the optimized job submission order.
1. For each job Ji , we first compute its processing time Ti by
using the formula below:
PjJiM j
Ti ¼

M
j¼1 ti;j
M

jS j

PjJiR j

R
j¼1 ti;j
R

þ

jS j

:

Q
n1
2. Let T ¼
1in Ti . We divide jobs set J into two disjoint
0
0
sub-sets JA and JB :
0

JA ¼ fJi jðJi 2 JÞ ^ ðTi  T Þg;
0

0

0

JB ¼ fJi jðJi 2 JÞ ^ ðTi > T Þg

3. Order all jobs in JA and JB using MK_JR respectively.
0
4. Make a ordered jobs set J by joining all jobs in the
0
0
ordered set JA first and then the ordered set JB , i.e.,
0
0
0
f2 : J ¼ ffJA g; fJB gg.

Algorithm 3. Brute-force Search algorithm for the optimal map/reduce slot configurations and job submission
orders. (EX_MK_SF_JR)
Input:
J: the MapReduce workload.
jSj: the total number of slots.
Output:
f: the optimized job submission order.
jS M j: the optimized number of map slots.
jS R j: the optimized number of reduce slots.
Mini Makespan: the minimized makespan.
1: Mini Makespan
1, f
null.
2: for each f0 2 F do //F denotes the set of all job submission orders.
3:
for jS M
0 j from 1 to jSj  1 do
4:
jS R
jSj  jS M
0 j
0 j.
R
5:
Makespan
MREstimator (J, f0 , jS M
0 j, jS 0 j).
6:
if Mini Makespan > Makespan then
7:
Mini Makespan
Makespan.
R
8:
ðjS M j; jS R jÞ
ðjS M
0 j; jS 0 jÞ.
9:
f
f0 .
10:
end if
11: end for
12: end for
13: return (f, jS M j, jS R j, Mini Makespan).
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It is worth noting in Algorithm EX_MK_SF_JR that, the
exhaustive search of all possible job submission orders
has time complexity of Oðn!Þ, which is a serious bottleneck on performance. To alleviate the performance bottleneck, instead, we can include efficient job ordering
optimization algorithms, such as the previously proposed
Algorithm MK_JR, as shown in Algorithm 4. It is an
OðnlognÞ ð1 þ dÞ-approximation algorithm for makespan
under a given map/reduce slot configuration, where
d < 1 is the ratio of sum of the maximum map and
reduce task size, to the sum of all the task sizes.

Algorithm 4. Search algorithm for optimized slot configuration and job submission order. (MK_SF_JR)
Input:
J: the MapReduce workload.
jSj: the total number of slots.
Output:
f: the optimized job submission order.
jS M j: the optimized number of map slots.
jS R j: the optimized number of reduce slots.
Mini Makespan: the minimized makespan.
Mini Makespan
1, f
null.
for jS M
0 j from 1 to jSj  1 do
jS R
jSj  jS M
0 j
0 j.
R
f0
MK_JR(J, jS M
0 j, jS 0 j).
R
Makespan
MREstimator (J, f0 , jS M
0 j, jS 0 j).
if Mini Makespan > Makespan then
Mini Makespan
Makespan.
R
ðjS M j; jS R jÞ
ðjS M
0 j; jS 0 jÞ.
f
f0 .
end if
end for
return (f, jS M j, jS R j, Mini Makespan).

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

Theorem 4. Algorithm MK_SF_JR is an ð1 þ dÞ-approximation
algorithm for makespan optimization, where d ¼
max1in fb
tM gþmax
fb
tR g
Pi k M 1in
Pn i R ; ð0  d  1Þ, under the optimal
max1kn f

T

i¼1 i

þ

T g

i¼k i

map/reduce slot configuration.
The proof of Theorem 4 is simple and we omit it here.

6.2

Bi-Criteria Optimization of Makespan
and Total Completion Time
Recall in Section 5.2, we have shown that the total completion time can be poor subject to obtaining the optimal makespan. Likewise, there is also a need to optimize them
together when we do the slot configuration optimization.
As illustrated in Algorithm 5, it is a bi-criteria optimization
algorithm for makespan and total completion time with
regard to slot configuration optimization. It is a search
algorithm that incorporates the bi-criteria job ordering
algorithm MK_TCT_JR.
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optimized map/reduce slot configuration by enumerating
and validating all of their possible combinations from 1 to
jSj  1. However, there might be an efficiency problem for
these search algorithms when the total number of slots jSj is
very large (e.g., jSj ¼ 1;000;000). To address such an
issue, interestingly, we find a very important ‘proportional
configuration’ property that can overcome the efficiency
problem for very large value of jSj as follows:

Algorithm 5. Search algorithm for optimized slot configuration and job submission order. (MK_TCT_SF_JR)
Input:
J: the MapReduce workload.
jSj: the total number of slots.
Output:
f: the optimized job submission order.
jS M j: the optimized number of map slots.
jS R j: the optimized number of reduce slots.
Mini Makespan: the optimized makespan.
Mini TCT : the optimized total completion time.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

Mini Makespan
1, f
null.
for jS M
0 j from 1 to jSj  1 do
jS R
jSj  jS M
0 j
0 j.
R
f0
MK_TCT_JR(J, jS M
0 j, jS 0 j).
R
ðMakespan; TCT Þ
MREstimator (J, f0 , jS M
0 j, jS 0 j).
if Mini Makespan > Makespan then
Mini Makespan
Makespan.
Mini TCT
TCT .
R
ðjS M j; jS R jÞ
ðjS M
0 j; jS 0 jÞ.
f
f0 .
end if
end for
return (f, jS M j, jS R j, Mini Makespan, Mini TCT ).

Proportional Configuration Property (PCP). Instead of
searching the space for all combinations of map/reduce
slots when the total number of slots jSj is very large, the
optimal result ðjS M j; jS R jÞ of its map/reduce slot configuration can be estimated based on the optimal result
R
ðjS M
0 j; jS 0 jÞ of a small-size total number of slots
jSj S M

jSj S R

jS 0 jðjS 0 j < jSjÞ, with ðjS M j ¼ jS00j ; jS R j ¼ jS0 j0 Þ. Moreover, the optimized job submission order for the case of
large number of slots jSj is the same as that of small-size
number of slots jS 0 j.
Given jSj ¼ 1;000;000, for example, it might be time-consuming to compute its optimized map/reduce slot configuration using the above algorithms directly. Instead, we can
compute the optimized slot configuration directly with the
above algorithms at a small-scale (e.g., jS0 j ¼ 1;000) with
the above algorithms first. Then in terms of PCP, we can
estimate the optimized map/reduce slot configuration
based on the result of jS0 j. Particularly, PCP is based
Theorem 3 and Lemma 4 as follows:
Lemma 4. Let r be the ratio of map slots to reduce slots, i.e.,
M

6.3

Discussion and Analysis of Slot
Configuration Algorithms
It is worth noting that, for the above slot allocation
algorithms (i.e., Algorithm EX_MK_SF_JR, Algorithm
MK_SF_JR, and Algorithm MK_TCT_SF_JR), we obtain the

j
r ¼ jS
. The optimal configuration of r in the simplified case
jS R j

for makespan Cmax and total completion time Ctct are all independent of the total number of slots jSjðjSj ¼ jS M j þ jS R jÞ,
but rather depends on the MapReduce workload as well as its
job submission order f.
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TABLE 1
The Job Information for Purdue MapReduce Benchmarks
# of
# of
map tasks reduce tasks

Benchmark

Execution time for map tasks (sec)

Execution time for reduce tasks (sec)

Average Time (sec) Standard deviation Average Time (sec) Standard deviation
Wordcount
Sort
Grep
Inverted-Index
Classification
Histogram-Movies
Histogram-Ratings
Sequence-Count
Tera-Sort

160
320
480
640
160
160
160
320
160

100
200
120
100
120
150
100
150
100

22
9
9
32
6
6
18
38
10

The proof of Lemma 4 is given in Appendix G of the
supplemental material, available online. It gives us an
important insight that, the configuration ratio r of map
slots to reduce slots for makespan and total completion
time for a MapReduce workload under a given job submission order in the simplified case, are independent of
the total number of slots jSj. We then have that PCP holds
for Algorithm EX_MK_SF_JR. Because the optimal value
of r keeps unchanged for varied sizes of the total number
of slots, which instead depends on the optimal job order
for Algorithm EX_MK_SF_JR. Moreover, Theorem 3 also
indicates that, the optimized job orders produced by job
ordering algorithms MK_JR and MK_TCT_JR keep
unchanged when varying the total number of slots, given
that the configuration ratio r of map slots to reduce slots
is fixed. All of these indicate that the optimal configuration ratio r and optimized job orders produced by
Algorithm MK_SF_JR and Algorithm MK_TCT_SF_JR for
makespan and total completion time are all independent
of the total number of slots jSj. In other words, optimal
configuration ratio r and optimized job orders remain the
same under varied values of jSj for the makespan and
total completion time in the simplified case. Hence we
have that PCP also holds for Algorithm MK_SF_JR and
TABLE 2
The Batch Jobs Information
Job ID
J1
J2
J3
J4
J5
J6
J7
J8
J9
J10
J11
J12
J13
J14
J15

Benchmark

Job ID

Benchmark

WordCount
Sort
Grep
InvertedIndex
Classification
HistogramMovies
HistogramRatings
SequenceCount
TeraSort
Classification
WordCount
InvertedIndex
SequenceCount
TeraSort
HistogramMovies

J16
J17
J18
J19
J20
J21
J22
J23
J24
J25
J26
J27
J28
J29
J30

Sort
HistogramRatings
Grep
InvertedIndex
HistogramRatings
Classification
TeraSort
Grep
InvertedIndex
SequenceCount
Sort
WordCount
HistogramRatings
Classification
SequenceCount

The detailed information for each job is given by Table 1. Our testbed experiments consider three workloads: 10 jobs (J1  J10 ), 20 jobs (J1  J20 ), 30 jobs
(J1  J30 ).

2.09
3.07
0.8
3.0
0.55
0.54
1.18
4.5
2.7

11
24
11
23
13
13
15
21
26

0.67
2.63
0.47
2.6
1.03
1.3
1.76
2.4
3.8

Algorithm MK_TCT_SF_JR. In summary, we can conclude that PCP can be used to address the efficiency
problem in the case that jSj is very large for
Algorithms EX_MK_SF_JR, MK_SF_JR, MK_TCT_SF_JR.

7

EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate our proposed algorithms using
two different kinds of workloads, i.e., testbed workload and
synthetic Facebook workload. Our evaluation methodology
is that, we first ran experiments in Amazon’s elastic compute cloud (EC2) [1] with a testbed workload consisting of
multiple jobs, as listed in Tables 1 and 2. Our EC2 Hadoop
cluster consists of 20 nodes each belonging to an “Extra
Large” VM. We configure one node as master and namenode, and the other 19 nodes as slaves and datanodes. Each
“Extra Large” instance has four virtual cores with 2 EC2
compute units each, 15 GB RAM and four 420 GB hard
disks [1]. Second, we consider a real workload case by generating a synthetic Facebook workload and develop a program called MREstimator to compute the makespan and
total completion time. We perform experiments with the
Facebook workload in Section 7.2. Third, we make a sensitive analysis for the impact of the inaccurate estimation of
task execution time on proposed algorithms in Appendix K
of the supplemental material, available online, showing that
the impact is minor and it is fine to take the average execution time for map/reduce tasks as input. Moreover, we evaluate the tightness of proposed lower bound makespan as
well as upper bound makespan with Facebook workloads
experimentally in Appendix H of the supplemental material, available online. We show the accuracy and efficiency
of PCP proposed in Section 6.3 in Appendix I of the supplemental material, available online. Finally, we validate the
accuracy of MREstimator with the testbed workload through
real experiments in Appendix J of the supplemental
material, available online.

7.1 Experiment Result with Testbed Workload
To well reflect practical workloads, we generate our testbed
workloads by choosing nine benchmarks arbitrarily from Purdue MapReduce Benchmarks Suite1 and using their provided
datasets. The detailed benchmarks are described as follows.
1. http://web.ics.purdue.edu/ fahmad/benchmarks.htm
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Fig. 5. Normalized experimental results for testbed workloads under different job submission orders in a Hadoop cluster with jS M j ¼ 57 and jS R j ¼ 19.



WordCount. Computes the occurrence frequency of
each word in a document.
 Sort. Sorts the data in the input files in a dictionary
order.
 Grep. Finds the matches of a regex in the input files.
 InvertedIndex. Takes a list of documents as input and
generates word-to-document indexing.
 Classfication. Classifies the input into one of k predetermined clusters.
 HistogramMovies. Generates a histogram of input
data and is a generic tool used in many data
analyses.
 HistogramRatings. Generates a histogram of the ratings as opposed to that of the movies based on their
average ratings.
 SequenceCount. Generates a count of all unique sets of
three consecutive words per document in the input
data.
 TeraSort. Sorts 100-byte <key,value> tuples on the
keys where key is a 10-byte field and the rest of the
bytes as value (payload).
We evaluate our algorithms with the average execution
time for map and reduce tasks. Particularly, we validate
that it is suitable for using average execution time in our
algorithms by showing that the impact of varying task execution time is minor in Appendix K of the supplemental
material experimentally, available online. Table 1 lists the
job information for our testbed workloads. It is a mix of
nine benchmarks together with different sizes of input data.
For each job Ji , we estimate its average task execution time
and t~R
t~M
i
i as shown in Table 1. Three different sizes of
testbed workloads are generated, i.e., 10 jobs (J1  J10 ), 20
jobs (J1  J20 ), 30 jobs (J1  J30 ), with these 9 benchmarks
as described in Table 2.

7.1.1 Job Ordering Optimization Algorithms
Let’s begin with the evaluation of job ordering optimization
algorithms MK_JR and MK_TCT_JR first. Fig. 5 presents the
normalized performance results for testbed workloads
under three different job orders, i.e., an unoptimized job
order based on Theorem 2, the job order based on MK_JR
and the job order based on MK_TCT_JR, in a Hadoop cluster, where we configure three map and one reduce slots per
slave node. Therefore, we have jS M j ¼ 57 and jS R j ¼ 19.
For makespan (or total completion time), we normalize it by
using makespan speedup (or total completion time speedup),

defined as the ratio of makespan (or total completion time)
from the unoptimized case to that from the designated job
order.
Therefore, the larger speedup indicates the better performance it is for the designated job order. As shown in
Fig. 5a, the (optimized) job order based on MK_JR has a significant makespan improvement in comparison with an
unoptimized job order. For example, there is about 24 percent performance improvement of makespan for the testbed
workload with 20 jobs.
Moreover, there is a slight drop in makespan speedup for
MK_TCT_JR in comparison to MK_JR, sacrificing a bit performance improvement in makespan for a good total completion time. It can be noted in Fig. 5b that MK_TCT_JR has
a good total completion time speedup. Note that the total completion time is dominated by the position of small jobs. In
our testbed workloads, since most jobs are large-size (relative to the number of map/reduce slots in our Hadoop cluster), MK_JR does not show much negative impact in total
completion time. But for Facebook workloads which have
lots of small-size jobs, we will show in Section 7.2.1 (i.e.,
Fig. 7b) that there is a very seriously negative impact in total
completion time for MK_JR.

7.1.2 Slot Configuration Optimization Algorithms
In this section, let’s come to evaluate map/reduce slot configuration optimization algorithms, namely, Algorithm
MK_SF_JR and Algorithm MK_TCT_SF_JR. Fig. 6 illustrates
experimental results for testbed workloads under various
slot configuration optimization algorithms. Particularly, we
take the Hadoop default configuration which sets each
slave node with two map slots and two reduce slots as the
unoptimized case. Then for 19 slave nodes, it holds
jS M j ¼ 38 and jS R j ¼ 38. Fig. 6a shows that, there is about
24  41
percent
performance
improvement
from
Algorithm MK_SF_JR. For Algorithm MK_TCT_SF_JR, in
contrast, it is a bi-criteria optimization algorithm for makespan and total completion time. Figs. 6a and 6b illustrate
that there is a significant performance improvement
(112  132) percent for total completion time, at the expense
of a small drop in makespan improvement in comparison to
Algorithm MK_SF_JR. Likewise, we will show for Facebook
workloads that there can also be a very seriously negative
impact in total completion time for Algorithm MK_SF_JR,
whereas Algorithm MK_TCT_SF_JR can overcome and
improve it significantly.
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Fig. 6. Normalized experimental results for testbed workloads under different map/reduce slot configurations and job submission orders.

Fig. 7. Normalized simulation results for synthetic Facebook workloads under different job submission orders in a Hadoop cluster with jS M j ¼ 57
and jS R j ¼ 19.

7.2

Simulation Result with Synthetic
Facebook Workload
Table 3 gives a description of MapReduce jobs in production at Facebook in October 2009, provided by Zaharia
et al. [43]. They are classified into nine bins based on job
sizes (numbers of maps). We make our synthetic workloads (SW for short) by picking representative sizes and
number of jobs from each bin based on the percentage of
the total number of jobs as well as the size of SW. For
example, Table 3 shows a detailed job distribution for
SW of 50 jobs (last two columns). For each job, we set the
number of reduce tasks to 5 and 25 percent of the number of map tasks, in consistent with [43]. We estimate the
running time of map and reduce tasks per job based on
the map and reduce durations in Fig. 1 of [44]. More
precisely, we follow the LogNormal distribution [4] with
TABLE 3
The Job Size Distribution at Facebook (from Table 2 in [43])
and Sizes and Number of Jobs Chosen for Each Bin in Our
Synthetic Workload (SW for Short) of 50 Jobs
Bin
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

#Maps
1-25
25-50
50-100
100-200
200-400
400-800
800-1600
1,600-3,200
> 3,200

% at
Facebook
58%
9.6%
8.6%
8.4%
5.6%
4.3%
2.5%
1.3%
1.7%

Size in SW

#Jobs in SW

1-25
25, 30, 35, 40, 50
60, 80, 90, 100
120, 150, 180, 200
250, 320, 400
600, 800
1,200
2,400
4,800

29
5
4
4
3
2
1
1
1

LN(9.9511,1.6764) for map task duration and LN
(12.375,1.6262) for reduce task duration that fits best the
Facebook task duration, given and demonstrated by [40].
Moreover, two other synthetic workloads of 100 and 150
jobs are generated by doubling and tripling the number
of jobs in each bin (#Jobs in SW) in Table 3 accordingly.

7.2.1 Job Ordering Optimization Algorithms
To evaluate job ordering algorithms with respect to the
synthetic Facebook workload, we use MREstimator to
compute the makespan as well as total completion time.
Fig. 7 presents the simulation results for synthetic
Facebook workloads under the job ordering optimization
algorithms MK_JR and MK_TCT_JR. There are about
15  19 percent makespan improvement for MK_JR and
10  15 percent for MK_TCT_JR. It is worth noting that
the total completion time speedup in Fig. 7b for MK_JR is
very bad, since there is a large number of small-size jobs
that are put in the middle or at tail of the job list based
on the rule of MK_JR, resulting in a big contribution to
the total completion time. Compared with MK_JR, we
can improve the total completion time significantly
(about 5) at the expense of a bit drop of makespan
improvement for MK_TCT_JR.
7.2.2 Slot Configuration Optimization Algorithms
Fig. 8 shows the simulation results for synthetic Facebook
workloads under varied map/reduce slot configuration
optimization algorithms. There are about 55  85 percent
for Algorithm MK_SF_JR, and 54  80 percent for
Algorithm MK_TCT_SF_JR, respectively. However, Fig. 8b
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Fig. 8. Normalized simulation results for synthetic Facebook workloads under different map/reduce slot configurations and job submission orders.

illustrates that the total completion time speedup for
Algorithm MK_SF_JR can be very poor when optimizing
the makespan only. In comparison, there is a significant performance improvement (about 4) for the total completion
time at the expense of a big drop of makespan improvement
for Algorithm MK_TCT_SF_JR, in comparison to
Algorithm MK_SF_JR, demonstrating the importance of
Algorithm MK_TCT_SF_JR that optimizes two metrics
simultaneously for those workloads which contains lots of
small jobs like Facebook workloads.

[3]

8

[9]

CONCLUSION

This paper focuses on the job ordering and map/reduce slot
configuration issues for MapReduce production workloads
that run periodically in a data warehouse, where the average execution time of map/reduce tasks for a MapReduce
job can be profiled from the history run, under the FIFO
scheduling in a Hadoop cluster. Two performance metrics
are considered, i.e., makespan and total completion time.
We first focus on the makespan. We propose job ordering
optimization algorithm and map/reduce slot configuration
optimization algorithm. We observe that the total completion time can be poor subject to getting the optimal makespan, therefore, we further propose a new greedy job
ordering algorithm and a map/reduce slot configuration
algorithm to minimize the makespan and total completion
time together. The theoretical analysis is also given for our
proposed heuristic algorithms, including approximation
ratio, upper and lower bounds on makespan. Finally, we
conduct extensive experiments to validate the effectiveness
of our proposed algorithms and their theoretical results.
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